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This minimalistic configuration is best suited for working in full-screen.
The idea was to build something that would be a mixture of Silo and Maya.

The document contains hotkey cheatsheet to quickly get you started. The
list is by no means a complete one, but it does include almost all of the tools
and commands that I use most frequently.

Cheatsheet

Manipulator And Component Modes

Shortcut for selecting different transformation modes and for switching between compo-
nent modes.

Action Shortcut

Select mode Q

Translate mode W

Rotate mode E

Scale mode R

Action Shortcut

Vertex mode A

Edge mode S

Face mode D

Object mode F

Radial Menus

Configuration heavily utilizes radial menus. Almost all of the necessary contextual mod-
eling tools and snapping modes can be found in them. There are also menus for changing
viewport render settings and switching between snapping modes.

Action Shortcut

Snapping menu RMB

Context menu (depends on component mode)1 + RMB or + Alt + RMB

Create object Ctrl + + RMB

Display settings Ctrl + Alt + + RMB

Display

Most commonly viewport render settings can be found under hotkeys listed below.

Action Shortcut

Headlight toggle

Shaded + wireframe F1

Shaded F2

Wireframe F3

1Use the alternative shortcut to switch between snapping modes in Draw Mesh tool.
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Normal edge rendering2 + F1

Render with split normals. + F2

Toggle subdivision C

Increase subdivision V

Decrease subdivision + V

Align to retopo surface under cursor3 + F

Best Fit Alt + F

Set view focusing point + Alt + F

Toggle grid + G

Perspective/Orthographic + 1

Snap to closest orthographic view 1

Toggle single or four-view layout

Windows

Shortcuts to most frequently used windows, as well as two user windows providing a quick
access to some selection options and miscellaneous tools (including symmetry options).

Action Shortcut

Materials + M

Scene Explorer and Retopo Reference List Ctrl + E

Tool search Ctrl + F

Batch rename Ctrl + M

Selection tools user window Ctrl + 1

Miscellaneous tools (includes symmetry) Ctrl + 2

Modeling

For modeling shortcuts, please take a moment to familiarize yourself shortcut keys as-
signed in StreamLine tools in Edit Customize StreamLine Tools as it is impossible to list
all tool combinations. Everything depends in which mode you invoke the tool and how
(single tap or delayed, no button pressed, right mouse button pressed, etc.)

Some of the keys are:

Shortcut Action
Alt + S Toggle snapping.
Ctrl Tweak (translate what’s under the cursor)
Ctrl + Z Undo.

2Respects vertex normals.
3Use this in Draw Mesh mode to quickly align the camera perpendicularly to reference surface under
cursor.
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+ Z Redo.
+ E Manipulator orientation modes.
+ R Manipulator location modes.

Del. Delete objects or components.
‘ (Backtick) Edge tidy up, slide or relax vertices.
B Draw Mesh.
G Repeat last command.
T Various local transformations.
X Cut.
Y Create polygon.
Z Extrude faces, edges or vertices.
Ctrl + + B Soft selection options.

+ B Toggle soft selection.
+ S Slide edges or vertices. Move face along its normal.
+ X Insert edge loops in many different ways.

\ Circularize.
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